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AVILA PIER FEASIBILITY STUDY EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
NETZEL GRIGSBY ASSOCIATES, INC., under contract with Port San Luis Harbor District (District)
conducted a feasibility study from November 2016 through February 2017 concerning
rehabilitation of the Avila Pier (Pier) at an estimated cost of $17 million. The three objectives of
the study were to: 1) assess available resources and capacity, 2) determine the most likely funding
package and a realistic community fundraising goal, and 3) recommend a plan of action and
timeline to assemble and launch a successful campaign of the shortest duration feasible to ensure
maximum results.

Study Process
! NETZEL GRIGSBY ASSOCIATES worked with District staff and the Avila Pier Rehabilitation
Committee of the Port San Luis Harbor Commission to develop a project budget and a
case statement articulating the need for the rehabilitation of the Avila Pier.
! NETZEL GRIGSBY ASSOCIATES conducted an internal assessment of the District, including a
review of budgets, organizational structure, and resources as they pertain to fundraising.
! A 15-member Study Advisory Committee identified and contacted prospective
interviewees with the objective of hearing from key leaders who might be able to assist
the District in establishing a viable funding package for the Pier through a financial or
leadership commitment, or both.
! With a goal of completing 30 to 35 interviews, NETZEL GRIGSBY ASSOCIATES conducted 35
interviews with 40 individuals over a period of seven weeks.
"

Thirty-three percent (33%) of the interviewees are considered by the study team to be
closely affiliated with the Harbor District, with the remaining interviewees more
distant.

Findings & Analysis
Organizational Capacity

! FINDING: To those closely affiliated, the District is effectively fulfilling its mission. There is a
perception among members of the broader community that District responsiveness is low
and constituency groups are not equally represented. Mission effectiveness and image
quality among those outside the closely affiliated group are considered to be low.
CONCLUSION: The District should consider increasing its efforts to represent all constituency
groups and to acknowledge community-wide concerns with proactive, coordinated, and
well-communicated solutions.
"

Among the closely affiliated group, the District is considered effective in delivering on
mission, while those further removed rated effectiveness as low.
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The District’s image and visibility is considered low by 54% of interviewees. Thirtythree percent (33%) of the closely affiliated group rated the image as good/excellent,
while their counterparts assigned significantly lower ratings, with 69% ranking the
image as poor/very poor.
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Top organizational strengths are:
#

Clean, well-kept beaches and public facilities.

#

Dedicated and effective Harbor staff, including the Harbor Manager.

#

High quality Lifeguard and Harbor Patrol services.

Top organizational challenges are:
#

Perceived fiscal planning and management.

#

Community responsiveness and engagement.

#

Transparency.

#

Available resources to meet objectives.

#

Urgency of funding priorities.

Representative Comments:
“The Pier closing has definitely affected the District’s image.”
“The District does a great job maintaining and managing public facilities.”
“Most people don’t know what the District does and their services are taken for granted.”
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!

FINDING: There is a perception among constituents that the level of transparency and
communication regarding fiscal planning and Harbor resources is inadequate and does not
instill confidence in the District and the Commission as responsible stewards of District
resources.
CONCLUSION: Strengthening communication efforts on behalf of the Commission to remedy
transparency concerns should be a primary focus of the District. Leadership training and
development in the areas of volunteer engagement and stewardship will aid the District in
strengthening valuable stakeholder relationships and will maximize fundraising potential.
"

Sixty-nine percent (69%) of interviewees know “all” or “many” of the District
Commissioners.

"

While select Commissioners are viewed as influential, overall influence is perceived to
be average to low by 57% of interviewees.

"

Commission fundraising capacity, ability to give and get gifts of $50,000 or more
payable over three to five years, is untested and interest is perceived low.

"

Counsel observed a disconnect between the District and community stakeholders.
The District’s governance is considered exclusive and removed from public access.

Representative Comments:
“They do not seem very supportive once the voting process is over. It seems like they
don’t want to hear from the public.”
“This group is well liked and capable, but fundraising isn’t their strong suit. They could
help with grants, but you will need more diverse leadership to get this done.”
“Some Commissioners understand fundraising and could be a great help but it does not
appear that the Avila Pier is a priority for them.”
! FINDING: The District could better capitalize on available opportunities to supplement the
gap in funding needs required to fully support mission priorities and in engaging community
leaders who can advance this effort.
CONCLUSION: If the District desires to expand alternative funding sources, leadership
training and development in the areas of volunteer and donor cultivation and stewardship
will be required. Creating strategic community partnerships and strengthening valuable
stakeholder relationships will ultimately improve District connectedness and maximize
fundraising potential. Improved individual and corporate relationships will strengthen the
District’s philanthropic capacity and enhance its ability to effectively fund priorities,
including the Avila Pier Rehabilitation Project.
"

The District currently has 26 full-time staff, not including seasonal lifeguards.
Administrative staff, at this time, includes: Harbor Manager Andrea Lueker, Facilities
Manager Loch Dreizler and Business Manager Kristen Stout.

"

Revenues total approximately $5.5 million annually. In 2016, $3.2 million was
generated from property tax assessments with the balance coming from fees for
services, licenses, gas sales, grants, and other sources.
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"

The District’s 2016 expenses included $3.3 million (60%) dedicated to staffing and
$961,000 (17%) dedicated to major maintenance or capital projects. Unfunded major
maintenance projects include the Avila Pier rehabilitation, harbor office
redevelopment, and Harford Pier redevelopment and reroofing.

"

The District requires training in volunteer and donor cultivation and stewardship if a
higher level of community engagement is desired.

"

#

Outreach is limited and the District is not perceived as an entity worthy of
philanthropic support.

#

The District does apply and qualify for state and federal funds for specific special
needs.

The District retained Matchfire, a national marketing and strategy firm, to manage the
process of acquiring 501(c)3 status for the Friends of the Avila Pier.

Funding Package
! FINDING: The proposed project to renovate and reopen the Avila Pier is seen as worthy, but
willingness among stakeholders to advocate for and fund the project is limited. Confidence
in the District’s ability to successfully identify and raise $17 million is extremely low.
CONCLUSION: The District requires an appropriate funding package, which includes
available government grant funding, corporate partnerships, and community support to
rehabilitate the Avila Pier. A clear and realistic funding strategy will increase the confidence
and involvement of potential donors and volunteer leaders.
"

"

"

Forty-three percent (43%) of interviewees agree with the need to renovate the Avila
Pier, 20% were neutral, and 34% disagree with the project.
#

A key concern is the scope of the project, including the ambitious funding goal,
and a perception that there is no plan to fund future maintenance.

#

The District could lower the cost of the project by reducing the footprint of the
Pier and replacing only the pilings that need immediate attention.

#

The historical significance of the Pier and its place as the Heart of Avila is
considered the most compelling aspect of the case.

There are two projects in the central coast region that may have an impact on
perceptions surrounding the rehabilitation of the 1,600-foot Avila Pier and the
proposed $17 million goal:
#

The Cayucos Pier, a 982-foot wooden pier, was renovated for a total cost of $3.5
million. This project was completed in January 2016.

#

The City of Pismo Beach will begin renovation of its 1,200-foot wooden pier this
year. The total cost is approximately $8 million.

Interviewees suggested factors that will help the District secure a funding package in
support of the Pier, including:
#

Clearly articulate why the Avila Pier needs renovations, which is in the public’s
interest; engage visitors and tourists from outside the Avila Beach community;
develop a more modest design by shortening the Pier; explore corporate and
developer support to the fund a portion of the project; and center the case for
philanthropic support on the historic connection between the Avila Pier and the
community.
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Representative Comments:
“It is hard to believe that our pier is many times more special than the other piers in the
area.”
“The Pier is nice to have but it is not a necessity, especially when there are other piers
available.”
“The Pier is the ‘Heart of Avila;’ it is a part of our history.”
“The Pier is inextricably tied to the identity of the Avila community. It is where our
families and our community gather.”
! FINDING: The study did reveal a strong emotional connection to the Avila Pier exemplified by
an enthusiasm among stakeholders to publically endorse the project. Willingness to support
the project at the $17 million level was not identified.
CONCLUSION: Considering a comprehensive funding blend at a reduced goal, the study did
identify limited major gift potential.
"

The tested goal of $17 million, which includes support from local businesses,
corporations, foundations, government grants, and individual philanthropy, is not
considered realistic for the District at this time by 89% of the interviewees.

"

Eighty-one percent (81%) of interviewees said they would or would consider publicly
endorsing the project, if reconfigured.

"

Seventy-eight percent (78%) of interviewees are willing to consider a financial
contribution to the project, which is a high response rate for a study of this kind.
#

Limited major gift potential was identified, with all offered gifts under $25,000.

"

Twenty-four foundations were identified as potential funding sources for the project,
with six being likely. Relationships with foundations will need to be strengthened in
order to encourage significant giving.

"

Recognition opportunities or sponsorships will be inspiring to potential donors,
businesses, and foundations similar to the approach promoted both in the Cayucos
Pier and Pismo Beach Pier projects.

Representative Comments:
“There needs to be a plan for future maintenance and reserve funds. People want
assurance that if they give, the pier will be preserved.”
“There is a perception that this is not the Commission’s priority. If they don’t step up then
why should we?”
! FINDING: The study did reveal potential leadership to support a community-wide
fundraising effort.
CONCLUSION: Commissioners, Study Advisory Committee members, interviewees, and
community leaders should be recruited to lead the Avila Pier Rehabilitation funding effort.
Working together, there is adequate interest to guide the project.
"

The majority of interviewees (70%) said they would consider a leadership role. This is
significant in a study of this kind.
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Recommendations
This section contains recommendations that outline the steps NETZEL GRIGSBY ASSOCIATES, INC.
believes Port San Luis Harbor District must take to capitalize on strengths, correct real or
perceived challenges, and ultimately achieve their maximum fundraising potential.
! Reconfigure the renovation of the Avila Pier, reducing the overall cost of the project to
more appropriately align with the funding requirements of other local pier projects.
"

Costs deemed inspirational would be under $10 million overall, with private donations
generating approximately $1 to 2 million.

! Parallel to resizing the project, focus on building and strengthening leadership of the
Friends of the Avila Pier board.
"

Capitalize on the momentum of the study and involve select members from the Study
Advisory Committee, Commission, District staff, interviewees, and other high-profile
community leaders.

"

Thoughtfully recruit the leadership to intersect with diverse spheres of influence, and
provide orientation and tools to ensure fundraising is specifically noted as an
expectation of board members. 1

! Explore collaboration opportunities that will be mutually beneficial and will maximize
impact for both entities.
"

Community groups, businesses associations, and conservation groups are likely
partners.2

"

A model for this spirit of collaboration was successful in Avila Beach during the
Coastal Development Plan 1999 – 2000, when government and stakeholders were
engaged at a high level to benefit the community.

! Develop infrastructure to encourage and manage increased volunteerism and
philanthropy, which includes the development of systems and protocols to process and
track activities and donations.
"

Community groups, businesses associations, and conservation groups are likely
partners.3

Grace, CFRE, Kay Sprinkel. The AAA Way to Fundraising Success: Maximum Involvement, Maximum
Results. Seattle, WA: Whit Press, 2009. Print.

1

Strategic, mutually beneficial partnerships can be forged with many groups including the Avila
Beach Civic Association, the Avila Beach Community Service District, the Avila Business
Association, the Avila Valley Advisory Council, and the San Luis Yacht Club. Strengthening the
profile of Avila Beach within the broader region would benefit everyone.

2

Strategic, mutually beneficial partnerships can be forged with many groups including the Avila
Beach Civic Association, the Avila Beach Community Service District, the Avila Business
Association, the Avila Valley Advisory Council, and the San Luis Yacht Club. Strengthening the
profile of Avila Beach within the broader region would benefit everyone.

3
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! Pursue a funding package, over the next five years in the sequence outlined in the timeline
on page 9.
"

State and federal funding opportunities for 50 to 60 percent of the goal for years one
through three of the five-year window. Contract with a grant-writing specialist to
manage this process.
#

"

"

Assessments or bonds to generate 20 to 30 percent of the goal over years one through
three of the five-year window.
#

Pursue options for San Luis Obispo County Transient Occupancy Tax (TOT).

#

Bonded indebtedness, parcel taxation, and/or an increased assessment for the
Special District may also hold promise.

#

Key political leadership will be required to succeed.

Foundation funding opportunities for 10 percent to 15 percent of goal over years three
through five of the five-year window.
#

"

Work in this area is ongoing, however San Luis Obispo faces special challenges.4

Based on the research provided, focus on building relationships with the six
priority foundations identified and continue outreach to the broader list.

Community funding for 10 percent to 20 percent of the goal over years three through
five of the five-year window.
#

Inspire the community through a “capstone campaign” to secure the final dollars
to rehabilitate the Pier.

#

Consider partnering with an established, well-regarded nonprofit organization in
Avila Beach to act as the fiscal agent and coordinator for the philanthropic
campaign and raise funds on behalf of the Avila Pier Rehabilitation Project.

! Strengthen communication efforts to alleviate the perceived divide between the District
and the community at large and to increase confidence and trust in the District and
Commission.
"

Designate ambassadors to make presentations to local service clubs and civic
associations, partnering with District staff and Commissioners. This may be a task the
Friends of Avila Pier can assume.

"

Assemble a Task Force of willing community and business leaders, to discuss
opportunities for the Avila Pier to generate revenue, improve maintenance, and plan
for the future. These individuals will become advocates in the community and inspire
confidence in the District.

"

Engage community members and civic and business groups in activities that enhance
the Pier and unite the community though hands-on activities such as beach-cleanup
days, canines and coffee events at Port Beach, etc.

"

Allocate resources to the wide-spread dissemination (digital and print) of current
District concerns, priorities, and actions.

San Luis Obispo is one of 19 counties in California with populations between 100,000 and
500,000, which are often competing for the same state and federal dollars. With the high cost of
housing, a high level of education, stable median income, and low unemployment levels, SLO
County is not commonly thought to be an area requiring assistance.

4
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Individuals Interviewed
Bill Almas

Pete Kelley

Jana Barter

Andrea Lueker

Will Bellis

Mary Matakovich

Ray Belnap

Ray Mattison

Karla Bittner

Archie McLaren

Jim Blecha

Carolyn Moffatt

Lucinda Borchard

Lisa Newton

Drew Brandy

Bill Price

Ann Brown

Mike Ritter

Vicki and Howard Carroll

Wilda Rosene

Leonard Cohen

Rob Rossi

Lynn Compton

Linda and Darrel Rundstrom

Chris Dorn

Joan Sargen

Jim Dummit

John Sorgenfrei

Sandy and Val Gillespie

Bob Vessely

Julia and Gerald Hartzell

Richard Zacky

Lynn and Chris Helenius
Adam Hill

Advisory Interview

Tom Jones

Deb Foughty

Study Advisory Committee
Mary Matakovich, Co-Chair
Commissioner

Brittany Garcia
Account Manager, Matchfire

Mike Ritter
Volunteer

Jim Blecha, Co-Chair
Commissioner

Sandy and Val Gillespie
Volunteers

Karla Bittner
Volunteer

Andrea Lueker
Harbor Manager

Linda and Darrel
Rundstrom
Volunteers

April Brannum
Administrative Secretary

Lisa Newton
Volunteer

Loch Dreizler
Facilities Manager

Bob Pusanik
Volunteer
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Port San Luis Harbor District
Avila Pier Rehabilitation Project
Timeline
2017
Month range:

2018

2019

2020

2021

Jan - June

July - Dec

Jan - June

July - Dec

Jan - June

July - Dec

Jan - June

July - Dec

Jan - June

July - Dec

Biannual Count:

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1. Resize Project

Assess / Request
Bids

Communicate
New Plan

2. Friends of Avila Pier – Organization Development

Assess Strategic
Needs

3. Community Partnership Building
4a. Pursue State and Federal Funding
4b. Explore Assessment, Bond, and TOT Increase

Readiness & Growth

Recruit Board

Hire Grant Writer

Seek Input

Develop Long-term Partnerships with Community Groups

Application Process / Impact Visits Where Possible

Implement Strategies

Secure Funds

4c. Pursue Private Foundation Funding
4d. Campaign for Private Donations
5. Business Task Force for Overall Revenue Generation

Recruit Members
& Define tasks

Implement Actions

Secure Funds

Develop Partners

Application Process / Impact Visits

Secure Funds

Campaign
Recruitment

Committee Work / Impact Visits

Secure Funds

Evaluation

Project Wrap-Up and Review
Biannual Count:
Month range:

Evaluation

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Jan - June

July - Dec

Jan - June

July - Dec

Jan - June

July - Dec

Jan - June

July - Dec

Jan - June

July - Dec

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

KEY
Planning/Recruitment
Implementation
Wrap-Up
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